Jennifer DiBabbo Joins RE/MAX Connection Turnersville
Turnersville, NJ 9/29/15 – Jennifer DiBabbo has joined RE/MAX Connection’s Turnersville Office as the newest
member of the #1 New Jersey RE/MAX Office for 4 consecutive years.
DiBabbo is a full time, full service REALTOR® in the industry since 2004,
dually licensed in New Jersey and Pennsylvania; specializing in Residential
and Commercial Real Estate in Camden, Gloucester, Atlantic, Philadelphia
Counties and surrounding areas. Services include Buying, Selling, Leasing,
Renting, Relocation, Foreclosures, Short Sales, and Foreclosure avoidance.
DiBabbo says, “I believe in always being available for my clients. I believe in
communication, honesty and refraining from false promises and expectations just to get business, even if it means telling a potential client something other than what they want to hear.”
DiBabbo is known for putting her clients first by being aggressive in her
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dealings and negotiations and the perfect blend of experience and industry
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pects of real estate, including social media and innovative and effective
approaches to marketing and advertising. DiBabbo does not take the roll
she plays lightly when hired to be a part of one of the most expensive life events in her clients’ lives. DiBabbo says,
“My goal is to be your go-to REALTOR® for life, by providing personalized service that will exceed your expectations
from your first transaction to your last.”
As one of the most recognized names in real estate, RE/MAX has more than 90,000 Associates in over 90 countries.
DiBabbo believes another advantage offered by her new company is the focus on continued education. RE/MAX
offers on-demand real estate courses through an online platform that allows Associates to access hundreds of fulllength training programs on their own time.
"No other real estate organization has a higher percentage of Associates with advanced, professional designations," said DiBabbo. "Keeping on top of the changes in protocols and procedures is extremely important.”
To contact Jennifer call 856-827-4057 or Email: JenniferDiBabbo@gmail.com
###
About RE/MAX Connection:
RE/MAX Connection is a locally owned and operated full-service real estate brokerage with 5 offices located in
Marlton, Haddonfield, Turnersville, Medford and Mantua. RE/MAX Connection is the #1 RE/MAX Company in
closed units in NJ.
For more information, contact: Gail Hansche | Broker Manager | RE/MAX Connection Turnersville
(856) 827-4036 or Email: GailH@Remax.net

